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Bonus More on from actions to representations

e Recap

In the first lecture we havedefined a representation of
a group C in a vectorspace V as egroup homomorphism

p G Glen where the target is thegroup of all
invertible linear operators V TV Often we abuse abbreviate

the terminology andsay that V itself is a

representationofG wiementioning p explicitly Below we often

writegu for play
And as was mentioned in SecDofLee 1

to give a representation of Gin V is the same thing as to

pequip
V with a Gaction by linearoperators



Let X be a set equipped w a Gaction Fromhere we
constructed a representation of G in the vectorspace funXF
of functions X F Iwpointwise operations by

g f x figx fefunXAlgeG xeX
Below we always consider FunXA w this structure of

a representation

Our next task is to discuss this example in moredetail

1 Example fromactions to representations cont'd
First we want to understandhow Gacts on certain

vectors in Fun X F

For xeX we can consider its S function S definedby

say
e d

Exercise We have
gSoSgx

Rem If X is finite then the functions E xeX form a

basis in Fun X F this is one reasonwhy we care
I



New we consider some special cases

Example 1 Let G Sn thesymmetricgroup on 1,2 n

X 1,2 n w G acting by permutations Thebasis So Sn
identifies funIXF E and weget the representation
of Sn in A givenby

g ar an
s
agrsa a

g ni GeSn Gi
E f

It is called the permutation representation

Example 2 Now let Cbe e finite group and X G W

action by left multiplications ghigh so that on the
basis Shefun G F he61 G acts as g Sh Sgh

The

resulting representation is called regular itplays an

important role in the theory

Side remarks
1 Students who took MATH380 could observe that

junk
F is a contravariant functor fromthe category of



sets to the category of F vector spaces andevenstronger
to the category of commutative algebras The construction of
the Grepresentation in Fun X F is a formal consequence of
the functor claim

2 Ourusualsetting in this course is that GaX are

finite A more interesting andimportant setting is when

both G X are infinite and come w additional structure

and we can restrict the class offunctions on X we
consider We'lldiscuss this in the bonus section 3

2 Constructions w representations

2.0 Direct sums Thishas been mentioned in Sec 2 ofLect if
V V are representations ofG then V9 vi un valueVi
is a representation of G with g v ve gu gud To

check

thisis indeed a representation is left as an exercise

I



22 Subrepresentations
Definition Let V be a representation of G A subspace
U V is called a subrepresentation if it is G stable

gula cutgel

Note that themap g esgu gula G Chul is also a
representation of G exercise Wealways consider U w this

structure of a representation

Examples 1 Let V V be representations of G Then
v a IveV levalueV2 are subrepresentations of Kok
Note that they are naturally identifiedw VaVa andthis

is how we view Y K es subrepresentations ofKok
2 Let X be a set acted on by G Thesubspaceofconstant
functions FuncenlyF aFun X It is a subresentation of fun XF
Now assume X isfinite Consider

Fun XF f X 951EatG so Fun XE

It's a subrepresentation Gjustpermutes summands infeta
I



3 Let V be an arbitrary representation of G Anelement

ve V is called G invariant if g v v fgel Thesubset
of all f invariants is a subspace eg g Vivi i 1,2

g via g acts by a linearoperator g rig revive
This

subspace is denoted by V It is a subrepresentation Note

that Funconst XF c Fun X F w equality X is an orbit

Exercise If UU c V are subresentations then so are Unu

Utu

Remark SupposedimVen andcheese a basis U vn of V

St O Vic is a basis of U The condition thatgulli cu
means that thematrix of gr in this

basis is ofbleak

triangular form Pg
B

Dg
Then in the basis vii ve of U theoperatorga isgiven
by thematrix Ag

I



2 3 Quotient representations

We are notgoing to see them often but let's cover them

for the sake of completeness

Let V be a vectorspace ever F and Ucr be a subspace
We can form the quotient vectorspace VU whose elements

are the subsetsof theform rt U valueU for vet and
the operations are as follows

vill vill rivet U a vill aviU V keV he 5

Exercise Suppose now V is a representation of G R
U is a subrepresentation Show that there is the unique
Grepresentation in Ulu s t

g vtu got U Hgel vet

Remark We use thenotation of theprevious remark Note

that vectors ok U ontU form a basis in Ulu In thisbasis

the operatorgun isgiven by
thematrixDg

So once we know therepresentations in U VU weget
A



partial info about V we know AgandDg but not Bg
We'll see belowthat Maschice's Thm mentioned in Lee 1
Sec 2 can be stated as follows under its assumptions
char 5 0 I Glo we can choose v vn s t Bye tgel

24 Pullbacks undergroup homomorphisms

Let q H G be a group homomorphism and Vbe a

representationof G via p C G v Then we can view V as a

representation of H via pay H GLlb We sometimes call
the resulting representation of H thepullback of VtoH

Remark One situation when we apply this construction

is when H is a subgroup of G and q H G is the

inclusion Then one talks about the restriction of
representationof G to H One can try to understand therepresentationsof G via this technique for suitable H We'll see

this in some homeworkproblems

A



3 More on from actions to representations
The construction of a representation of C in fun XE is

useful to study representations offinitegroups but notmuch

beyond that after all how interesting are functions on a

finite set However the construction often applies when we
consider finite or infinite group actions on infinite sets

and look at certain nice functions What we may want
to do includes the following
1 Use the representation to understand the space of

functions HarmonicAnalysis

1 Identify and study functions thatplay a special
role for the representation of G in fun X F

Below we will outline one example of I and two
examples of II

2 1 Subalgebras of invariants
This is an example of II Supposethat we are in



the situation of Sect Notethat f e fun X F iff

f is constant on Gorbits from thedefinitionof the
Gaction on Fun X E

A So xyeX are in the same Gorbit iff

f x fly H f e Fun X E
In many situations we want to know

when twopoints
are in the same orbit forexample in Linearalgebrathis occurs
in the investigation of canonical forms HoweverGt above

is useless for suchpurposes thearbitrary functions on an
infinite set are out of control

In the situations of interest for Linearalgebra such
as the classification of squarematrices up to conjugation
X is a finite dimensional vector space and G acts linearly
It makes sense to speak aboutpolynomial functions on X

Bydefinition these are functions that are polynomials in the
coordinates wv t somebasis Notethat the linear changes
of variables sendpolynomials to polynomials so this deti

gition
doesn't depend on the choice of a basis



Denote the space ofpolynomialfunctions on Xby F x
this is a subspace of Fun X E Moreover it is a sub

representationof fun XF precisely because any linearchange
of variables sends a polynomial to a polynomial So

one can consider the subspace F x of G invariant

polynomials In order for thepolynomialfunctions tobe

meaningful assume I to be infinite

Example Let G S and X be its permutation
representation F Let xp xnbe thedefault coordinates on

X F The elements of 5 x are exactlythepolynomials
in x tn thatdo not change under any change ofvariablesi.e thesymmetricpolynomials

Representation theory greatly helps to study the

subspace infact the subalgebra F XP Assume for

simplicity that char F so Later in the course we

fill
elaborate as a bonus on the following claim



If G is reductive this includes all finitegroups
then FLN is finitely generated

Remark in general it's no longer true that
fix fly H f e F x x ly For example take
X F G F i.e FYes w.at multiplication acting
on X via g x gx In this case we have two orbits zero a
nonzero while the only invariantpolynomials are scalars

exercise However if G is finite thenthe implication
above is true which is a somewhat harder exercise on

interpolationpolynomials

22 Harmonic analysis
This is a manifestation of I Let'ssay Gacts on X

and we consider the corresponding representation in a space I

that looks like the space of functions for X finite wejust
take F Fun X F but for infinite X we needto modify

He
want to decompose an arbitrary function as a finite or



infinite sum of nice functions

Here is the most classical special case Let G zeal
121 0 this is a group writ multiplication We can identify

G w the quotientgroup R 25k via xe R e et

Take X G F A and consider theaction of G on Xby

multiplications
Exercise For net consider the function xp e X

The P dimensional subspace spannedby this function is a

subrepresentation of fun X E

We want to present an element of F a spacerelated

to Fun X E as a possibly infinite linear combination of
the functions en Of course if the sum is infinite it

should converge in a suitable sense Analysis comes into

play and tells us that the best space to consider is
X Lebesgue square integrable functions or more

preciselyequivalence classes of such functions Of course the

presentation of fetal as an infinite linear combination



of the functions en is the Fourier expansion one ofthe
most fundamental techniques in Analysis

A nice feature of theprevious example that each sum
mand e is in its own irreducible representation andthe

representations for different n are pairwise distinct In
other words L X decomposes as some kind ofdirect sumof
pairwise distinct irreducible representations This is known

as a multiplicity 1 result

There is a number ofother settings when we havesuch

multiplicity 1 result For example we can take G to be

Son D2 thegroup of orthogonal matrices w Let 1 It acts
en R preserving the unit sphere In all Exist We take

this sphere for X The representation of G in L X is

also multiplicity free

This circle of questions was studied in MATH628
Harmonic Analysis in F22

A



23 Modular forms

Here is another important manifestation of II modular

forms Our reference here is Serve ACourse in Arithmetic

ChV11 Our X here is the upperhalfplane X 21Im z a
It is acted on by thegroup 5411327 of real 2 2 matrices

w Let P 1981.2 93 2 land is actually a singleorbit
We take 4 54127 the subgroup of G of all matrices w

integral entries lur F is the space of all holomorphic

complex differentiable functions It is a representationof
512112 andhence of G

We
say that fest is weaklymodular of weight 2k

inSerre's convention if

f atte cadi fo t EG e G

Note that for IL this condition translates

to flat ft so f can be expressed as a function of

g
s e If f has limit as g o it's called a

modularform

Modularforms andtheirgeneralizations such as auto
I



morphic forms play a very important role in Number theory
Serre's bookgives a brief intro to why Andtheirmodernstudy
I
say

in Langlandsprogram is heavily based on Representation

theory but this far beyond this course

I


